
1 Class: 1-  Class, Ohta First Senior High School

2 Class size:  Students ( boys and girls )

3 Text: PRO-VISION ENGLISH COMMUNICATION (PEARSON), Lesson 5 Talking Plants

4 Objectives of This Lesson
Interest, willingness, and a positive attitude towards communicating in English

To help the students work on activities
Ability to express themselves in English

To help the students have a small talk for the warm up activity
To help the students write a short essay for the writing activity
To help the students learn how to retell stories

Ability to understand English
To help the students learn how plants are communicating
To help the students learn why ants are moving in a line

Knowledge and understanding of language and culture
To help the students learn the new vocabulary and structures

5 Time Allotment
Period PART objectives

1st 1
2nd 1
3rd 2
4th 2
5th 3
6th 3
7th 4
8th 4

6 Objectives of This Period
Ability to understand English

To help the students understand why ants are marching in a line
Ability to express themselves in English

To help the students learn how to retell why ants are marching in a line

7 Teaching Aids: Textbook, Worksheet, Pictures

TEACHING PLAN
Teacher: HANAZAWA Noriyuki

contents of the text
The communication between plants and insects
The communication between plants and insects

The plants' surprising system of defense
The plants' surprising system of defense

9th(This period)     How ants are marching in a line (supplementary material)

Plant-to-plant communication
Plant-to-plant communication

For farming and maintaining the diversity of spiecies
For farming and maintaining the diversity of spiecies



8 Teaching Procedure

Teacher Students
Greeting 1min. Greets Respond to the teacher Cheerful response

Closing 1min. Concludes the lesson Say farewell to the teacher Cheerful response

T will give some hints for
Ss if necessary

Tell students to check
the answers together
each time

 To evaluate if the
students understand
why ants are marching
in a line
(observative evaluation /
worksheet evaluation )

 To evaluate if the
students retell why ants
are marching in a line
( observative evaluation )

Reading

5min.

3min.

To tell the students to
make pairs for retelling

To make pairs and
practice summary telling

To tell the students to
rearrange the pictures To rearrange the pictures

To tell the students to
collect answers for the
summary

To read the worksheet

Reading aloud

1min.

To tell the students to
listen to the teacher and
check the pronunciation

5min.

5min. To tell the students to
answer the questions To  answer the questions

To tell the students to
read the passage silenly

To  read the passage
silenly

Retelling 14min.

PROCEDURE
ACTIVITIES

TIME
Notes

Formative Evaluation
(Methods)

Review 3min. To ask questions about
Lesson5 Talking Plants To answer the questions

To give out the worksheet
to the students To get the worksheet

Tell the students to
think about the meaning
when they read aloud

Tell the students not to
be afraid of mistakes and
to take risks

Summative evaluation : Paper exam and speaking test

Pay attention to the
words whose
pronuciation is difficult

To tell the students to
make pairs and practice
reading aloud

To practice reading aloud
in pairs6min.

To tell the students to
choose their levels for this
activity

To tell the students to
pick up keywords

To choose their levels for
this activity

To pick out keywords

2min. To listen to the teacher

To tell students to repeat
after the teacher

To repeat after the
teacher4min.



Lesson 5 Conclusion worksheet Why are ants moving in a line?  

Read the passage silently.  

When you are in a park or garden, you sometimes see ants marching in a line.  This line 
can be as long as 50 meters.  Why are they moving in a line?  
After an ant finds something to eat, it comes back to its nest.  On the way back home, 

chemicals come out of the ant’s body and leave a trail on the ground.  These chemicals are 
called pheromones.  Other ants from the nest follow this trail to get to the food.   
Since ants have very poor vision, they use their antennae to touch things and find out about 

them.  A pheromone trail is a kind of message.  Ants follow the trail by using their 
antennae.  The pheromones are one way of communicating for them.    
 

Answer the questions below as T or F.  

1. Ants march in a line to go to the park. [ ] 
2. Ants usually march in a line over 50 meters long. [ ] 
3. After finding food, an ant leaves a pheromone trail on the ground. [ ]                       
4. Ants can see things very well. [ ] 
5. Ants can find out about things with their antennae. [ ] 
6. Ants use their eyes to follow the chemical trail. [ ] 
7. Ants use pheromones to communicate with other ants. [ ]  

 
 
 

Write down the number to put the pictures in the correct order. 

pheromones come out          follow the pheromone            find food 

[ ]    [ ]         [ ] 
 
find pheromones            go back to the nest 

[ ]        [ ] 
 

Fill in the summary.  

Sometimes you can see (        ) marching in a long (        ).  When ants find (        ), 
they make a (        ) on the ground for other ants to follow.  As they walk back to the 
(        ), they leave a (        ), a pheromone, on the ground.  Other ants then follow it to 
the (        ).  They have (        ) vision, so they use their (        ) for this purpose.  
The pheromone trail is a (        ) to other ants. 
 

 line / food / poor / antennae / communication / trail / chemical / ants / nest / good / eyes / food  
 

 
 
 
 
 



Practice reading aloud.  

(1)Repeat after the teacher. You CAN look at the textbook or the handout. 
(2)Repeat after the teacher. You CAN NOT look at the textbook or the handout.  
(3)Make pairs and practice reading aloud. 
 

Read the passage once more and pick out the key words, key phrases and key sentences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

You are going to make pairs and tell this story. 

1) Pick up your level 
Level 1 : Explain the story by using the summary of . 

  Level 2 : Explain the story by using the summary below.  
Level 3 : Explain the story by using the key sentences and key phrases which you picked out.  
Level 4 : Explain the story by using the key words which you picked out. 

 
Sometimes you can see (        ) marching in a long (        ).  When ants find (        ), 

they make a (        ) on the ground for other ants to follow.  As they walk back to the 
(        ), they leave a (        ), a pheromone, on the ground.  Other ants then follow it to 
the  (        ).  They have (        ) vision, so they use their (        ) for this purpose.  
The pheromone trail is a (        ) to other ants. 

 

My level is   

 
2) Tell your partner “Why ants are moving in a line.” 

You can use gestures and pictures.  

         

    



Lesson5 Part3 Worksheet 
CClass      No.         Name                    

Introduction Which do you like better, aquariums or zoos? Please tell your partner the answer and 
the reason why you think so.  

New words Check the pronunciation of the new words.  

Listening Listen to the CD and when you catch the new words, tap your desk two times.  

Listening Listen to the CD and answer the questions below.  
Q1What kind of experiment did Professor 
Takabayashi carry out? 
A1 He carried out an experiment with (        ) 
and mites. 

Q2 What did he find in the experiment ? 
A2 The healthy plant (         ) a chemical signal. 
Q3 Does plant-to-plant communication seem to 
take place among different kinds of plants?      
A3 ( Yes, it does. / No, it doesn’t. )

Reading Read the textbook and fill in the blanks.  

Para1 
              

Topic: Plants nearby also r                the chemical signals f                    
The chemical signals from damaged plants are received nnot only by wasps bbut also by 
plants nearby.  BBoth               aand                  receive the chemical 
signals from damaged plants.           

Prof. Takabayashi’s experiment 
Plant A: a bean plant                       
Plant B:                   plant 
               ( A few days later…..) 
 
Plant ( A / B )                    production of 
a                           in its leaves.  
       Plant ( A / B )                          

       Plant A          Plant B                              from Plant ( A / B ). 
 

Para2 

Topic:                           “communication”                     among  
different kinds of plants. ( = h____________ ) 

Some studies( = r             ) suggest that tobacco plants (near damaged sagebrush) 
                     their defensive                   ( = ways / plans) 
  
                     the damage from caterpillar 
 
       tobacco plants “hear”                              

 
Let’s 
challenge 

             

Do you think it is a good idea for children to use cell phones? Write a short essay about 
it. Then tell your partner the answer and the reason why you think so. 
 
 

        

         



Reading 2 Read the textbook and answer the question below. 
 
1 Do plants nearby receive the chemical signals from damaged plants like wasps? 
                                                                                               

2 What did Professor Takabayashi want to do with this experiment? 
                                                                                                 
3 What did he use in his experiment? 
He used                                                                                               
4 What did he find in his experiment? 
 He found that                                                                                        
5 Does plant -to-plant communication happen among different kinds of plants? 
                                                                                                    
 

Summary writing This is the summary of part3. Read the textbook and fill in the blanks. 
 The (           ) signals from damaged plants are (             ) by plants nearby as well. 
Professor Takabayashi carried (           ) an experiment with beans and (        ) to confirm this 
phenomenon. He found that a (             ) bean plant received a chemical signal from a bean plant 
being eaten by mites, and started to (           ) itself from the mites. Furthermore, this kind of 
plant-to plant “communication” seems to take place even among different (            ) of plants.  
 

Reading aloud 
(1)Repeat after the teacher. You CAN look at the textbook or the handout. 
(2)Repeat after the teacher. You CAN NOT look at the textbook or the handout.  
(3)Make pairs and practice reading aloud.  
 

Explanation Please make a pair. Explain about part 3 to your partner. 
Level 1 : Read and look up using the summary of .  
Level 2 : Read and look up using the summary chart of . 
Level 3 : Pick out the key words by yourself.  Explain part 3 by using them.  
  Keywords 
Para1       
 
Para2    
    
Para3 

Your level is (    1   /   2   /    3   ) 
When you listen to your partner, you evaluate your partner's speech. 

A  
B

C  
  

D
Your evaluation is (  A  /  B  /  C  /  D  ) 

 












